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stretching from the Baltic to the Adriatic, the Aegean, and
the Black Sea was broken in its centre by the Magyars. The
Magyars were later to receive their Church and most of
their civilization from Germany.
In Bulgaria Byzantine influence, half-disguised as Cyril-
lism, was now all-triumphant. Under Boris's son Symeon
(892—927) Bulgaria reached its zenith. Symeon had been
educated at Constantinople and was eager to adapt its
culture for his subjects. The arts were patronized. In his
capital of Preslav his architects, probably Bulgarians trained
in Armeno-Byzantine methods, built him churches and
palaces. Books were eagerly translated from Greek into the
Slavonic dialect that Cyril had made a literary language; and,
in the works of John the Exarch and the Monk Chrabr,
signs of native talent were revealed. Commerce was fostered;
indeed the war with Byzantium at the close of the ninth
century had arisen out of a trade dispute. But it seems that
there was never a large commercial middle class in Bulgaria;
the traders remained mostly Greek and Armenian, Super-
ficially the administration took on a Byzantine complexion.
Government was in the hands of a centralized bureaucracy
controlled from the pompous Court of Symeon. But,
beneath, the old life endured. In the provinces Bulgar and
Slav nobles ruled, in a fashion more resembling the Feudal
West, over a primitive peasantry. Even when a centralized
system of taxation was introduced, the taxes were paid in
kind. There was no money economy in the Bulgarian pro-
vinces.
The civilization of Symeon's Bulgaria was thus, like its
literature, an attempt to translate Byzantium into Slavonic
terms. To what extent the old Bulgar element lingered on
we cannot tell. As yet the civilization did not penetrate far
below the surface; but the Church was slowly spreading it
amongst the people.
Bulgaria was, however, to decline before the penetration
was completed. Symeon's ambition rose too high; he was
the first great Balkan monarch to fall victim to the dream of
Constantinople. He thought to unite in his person the
majesty and traditions of Rome with the fresh vigour of the
Bulgars and Slavs. The troubled minority of the Emperor

